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CMF: the scientific background 



The making of a reanalysis 
v  Reanalyses use advanced statistical methods to assimilate observations 

from multiple sources into a state-of-the-art forecast model. 

v  Each production provides a physically and dynamically coherent global 
dataset that 

q  comprises several ECV estimates over several decades (e.g. ERA-20C will 
span the period from 1900 onwards); 

q  is consistent with both the observations and the laws of physics.  

v  Reanalysis combines inaccurate and incomplete observations with 
imperfect models.   

v  The actual impact of any observations on the reanalyses depends on 
many factors 

q  limitations of the forecast model used for data assimilation, the choice of 
analysis method, and  

q  the quality of the observations and the error characteristics  



Key issues and challenges related to 
climate quality 

v  Instruments were not designed for climate but for weather forecasting. 

v  Overwhelming variety of data from different sources. 

 

 

 Data rescue 

Error characterization 

Data quality 



Synops / ships 

Buoys 

Radiosondes 

Aircrafts 

LEO (sounders &  
imagers) 

Scatterometers 
GPS RO 

AMV 

GEO 
imagers 

The Global Observing System (GOS): 



GOS evolution and changes: 

 

The warm target  
calibration temperature 

MSU channel 2 

Bias correction 

NOAA-14 

SSU AMSU-A 

30hPa 

0.1hPa 
An increments for upper-air temperature 



Interaction between variables: 

•  To produce Climate Reanalysis we need observations with Climate 
Quality. 

•  It is not feasible to assess the assimilation impact of each dataset 
beforehand. 

•  CMF is a tool that can provide long term data monitoring to inform 
on data quality. 

O3 increments T increments 



The big picture: design & Db 



CMF: The big picture 
•  An interactive environment to visualize and facilitate model-observation 

confrontation for L3 products – with a focus on low-frequency (multi-year) variability 
of statistical averages (typically monthly/regional means).  

Ø  The reanalysis community is primarily interested in the consistency and 
homogeneity of L1 and L2 data  

Ø  Use L3 products to partial assess the consistency and homogeneity of L1 and L2  
products. 

Iterative process of  
•  Data generation  
•  Data assessment 
•  Feedback 



The CMF design 



The CMF database content 
•  Monthly mean of area averaged data (38 different regions defined, 12-18 layers ) 
•  Datasets: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
•  About 90 model variables (e.g. O3, T, SST, TCO3, TCWV, 2T, VW…)  

q  Some will not have a corresponding CCI ECV, but can still be used to assess data consistency 

•  Different statistics (e.g. mean, stdv & RMS datum, mean anomaly, ensemble mean, 
spread and stdv, etc …) 

ALREADY INCLUDED: 
ERA-40 1957-2001 ERA-20C (10 Ens) 1899-2011 

ERA-Interim 1979-2012 CERA (prototype, 2) 1899-2009 
JRA-25 1979-2011 HadISST2 (prelim ver) 1899-2011 
NRA-2 1979-2011 MACC 2003-2011 

ERA-Land 1979-2010 MERRA-Land 1980-2010 

CCI  

O3 AOD SM GHG 



Disclaimer: 

v CMFDb: Monthly mean of area averaged (merged) data  
v  Issues:  

v  Data sampling  
§  Models are defined ‘everywhere’, observations are not; 
§  Different algorithms using same L1 data may use different data 

filtering, QC, retrieval convergence criteria. 
v  Model data are not convolved with the data Aks, and a priori not 

accounted for. 

v  When should it be used? 
v  Long time records are available to look at 

§  Long-term homogeneity (jumps, unphysical features or trends) 
§  Long-term observation-model confrontation (mean & errors) 
§  Consistency (particularly with model variables not covered within CCI) 
§  Comparisons of a new data version with consolidated ones (overlay). 
  

 



The CMF design 

Climate Monitoring Facility 



    CDR is “a time series of measurements of 

sufficient length, consistency, and continuity to 

determine climate variability and change” (def. by 

the National Research Council). 
 

How to use CMF to assess data climate quality 



The CMF prototype:  

Pinatubo El Chichon Agung 

Climate Monitoring Facility 

Link to 
data 



q  An approach consists in generating an ensemble of model runs: 
v  Members initialised from slightly different, but equally probable initial conditions. 

v  The ensemble spread (ES) used as proxy of the internal climate variability of 
a given variable (e.g. Houtekamer and Mitchell, 2001; Evensen, 2003) 
Ø  It can be used to estimate the uncertainties when not available or when available 

to assess their quality.  

v  Model bias and any other model issues should have similar effects on all 
members of the ensemble   

 

How can we assess uncertainties with the CMF? 

q  As part of the ERA-CLIM project, ECMWF has run 
an ensemble of low resolution 4D-Var data 
assimilation runs from the beginning of the 20th 
century onwards.  

q  ES from these simulation is used to assess the 
“area typical” CCI O3 uncertainties: 
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i: ith grid point 
Na: Points in area a 



Some examples 



A few examples: CCI TCO3  
  

Long-term homogeneity 

Observation-model confrontation 

CMUG  
D3.1v_1d 

±2% 



5 hPa 

10 hPa 

30 hPa 

100 hPa 

CCI LPO3 SDEV 
ERA-20C ES 

Uncertainty information assessment: CCI LPO3  
  

CMUG  
D3.1v_2 

(Mar 2014) 



Post-processing: Consistency 

CCI SM CCI SM 

CCI SM 
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D3.1v_1d 



The future: 

v New CMF :  
Ø  User-friendly interface 
Ø  Use stable and fully supported software (e.g. plot rendering) 
Ø  Public (including CMFDb ! data promotion) 
Ø  Increased vertical resolution, and number of areas 
Ø  New features, i.e. data overlay 
Ø  Take advantage of existing project (Event database) 

v CMUG Deliverables: D3.5 (technical aspects), D3.4 & 
D3.1v1_d (CMFDb)   

            Database	


UPLOAD 

Data extraction  

Plot rendering L3 

OVERLAY 



Conclusions: 

v CMF is a tool to assess  
v  the long-term data homogeneity;  
v  inter-variable consistency; 
v  the uncertainty information; 
v  improvements in a new data version vs. consolidated ones quickly. 

v  It offers access to a large variety of data (both observations 
and reanalyses) in terms of monthly mean area averaged 
statistics. 

v Development of a new user-friendly interface proposed for P2  
v  Publicly available. 
v  Supported software. 


